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Tech Services Lead Strong IPO Market,
With Exceptions
By Stephanie Russell-Kraft
Despite political uncertainties and the destabilizing
U.S. trade war with China, 2019 has been a strong
year for initial public offerings. IPOs on U.S.
exchanges surged in the second quarter of 2019,
posting some of their best quarterly performances
in years, and as of August were on track to exceed
2018’s $64.9 billion total deal value, according to
Bloomberg Law.
Overall, the IPO market remained particularly solid
for issuers with bright growth prospects.
With the combined value of initial public offerings
on track to be the highest since 2014, the businesses
going to market in 2019 skewed toward tech-related
services rather than manufactured products. Some
had more success than others.
Uber Technologies has dominated headlines in 2019,
raising $8.1 billion in a May IPO. But the company’s
public debut wasn’t as strong as initially expected,
and its stock price quickly dropped, sliding 7% the
first day of trading. The following week, it declined
another 11%.

Top IPOs by Dollar Value in Each Sec tor
U.S. Exchanges - 1st Half 2019
INDUSTRY SECTOR

ISSUER

OFFERING
SIZE

DATE IPO
PRICED

Communications

Uber Technologies

$8.1B

05-09

Consumer, Noncyclical

Avantor

$3.33B

05-16

Financial

Tradeweb Markets

$1.24B

04-03

Technology

Zoom Video Communications

$864M

04-17

Energy

Rattler Midstream LP

$764M

05-22

Consumer, Cyclical

Levi Strauss

$716M

03-20

Diversified

Churchill Capital

$690M

06-26

Industrial

Mayville Engineering

$106M

05-08

Source: Bloomberg Law as of July 3, 2019
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The company was one of several technology
unicorns that turned out not to be as magical as
many had hoped.
Uber’s competitor Lyft had a similarly lackluster
IPO later in the summer. The poor performance of
these two can be explained in part by the fact that
they are both large, venture-backed companies
without a clear path to profitability, according to a
Bloomberg Law analysis.

Uber’s IPO showed unicorns to be
less magical than many had hoped.
Lyft and Uber face business uncertainties stemming
from potential changes in labor laws, specifically
affecting whether they will need to treat drivers as
employees instead of independent contractors. It’s
also unclear when and whether the companies will
be able to benefit from the cost advantage touted
for autonomous vehicles.
Along with Uber and Lyft, SmileDirect Club and
Peloton also received high valuations as measured by
price-to-sales ratios. But most suffered price declines
after their IPO because investors remained unsure of
their future profitability, said Jay Ritter, the Joseph B.
Cordell eminent scholar in the department of finance
at the University of Florida.
“Their marginal costs for incremental customers are
high,” Ritter said.
Differences are emerging in the way the companies
are viewed. “The market is increasingly making a
distinction between tech and what might be called
consumer tech,” he said.
Whereas consumer tech companies like SmileDirect
Club and Peloton face concerns over long-term
growth, those like Zoom Video Communications
remain highly valued because their profit models
are clear, Ritter said.
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Zoom, a video conferencing technology outfit, had
one of the most successful IPOs of the year so far. Its
share price skyrocketed shortly after it went public
in April.
“Once you’ve developed the software, incremental
customers are really cheap, so the profit margins on
extra customers are very high,” Ritter said of Zoom.
BeyondMeat was another blockbuster, posting one of
the largest IPO gains in 2019, according to Bloomberg
Law. The company’s share price jumped from $25 in
May to more than $200 in July.
Many financial and legal experts have watched the
company’s rise with interest, particularly because of
what it reveals about changing consumer preferences.
“The notion that a non-meat meat company could do
so well as a company and in its IPO is very interesting
to me,” said WilmerHale partner David Westenberg.
The company may face intellectual property
challenges as it grows, since others such as Tyson
Foods are working on similar non-meat products.
“I’m sure there will be lawsuits over how different
some of the products are,” Ritter said. However,
these potential IP risks shouldn’t be a primary
concern for an otherwise healthy company, capital
market lawyers said.
Another trend in the 2019 IPO market wasn’t about
IPOs at all. It was the continued success of the direct
listing, said Orrick partner Karen Dempsey.
Unlike IPOs, direct listings do not involve selling
new shares, and they are not underwritten by banks.
The first big direct listing was made by Spotify in
2018.
“It changed the dynamic of how you brought in
investors and how you priced it, and upended the
way bankers do things,” Dempsey said. “You didn’t
have artificial price support.”
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Slack followed Spotify in June 2019, choosing to
make its shares public through a widely successful
direct listing on the New York Stock Exchange.
Dempsey said she expects direct listings to “pick up
steam,” particularly among name brand, consumeroriented companies, in the coming years. For
example, Airbnb, which is poised to go public,
might choose a direct listing, she said.
However, companies don’t have to be well-known
to benefit from a direct listing, noted WilmerHale’s
Westenberg. Watford Holdings, a Bermuda-based
insurance company, launched a direct listing in
early 2019 to little fanfare.
“There are lots of mid-sized companies that may
well be interested in a direct listing if it’s a viable
opportunity for them,” he said.

BeyondMeat posted one of
the year’s biggest IPO gains,
according to Bloomberg Law.
The rise of the direct listing is perhaps a sign that the
processes of the IPO market are poised for change.
“There’s been an upswing in people saying, ‘How is it
possible that for 30 years the fundamental ways of
doing an IPO are not changing?’” Dempsey said.
Legal practitioners agree that legal reforms and
policy changes within the Securities and Exchange
Commission have opened the door to more creative
types of public offerings in recent years. Many of the
agency’s rule changes have been designed to make
it easier for companies of all sizes to go public. The
SEC also has made it easier for many companies to
stay private longer. It’s not clear yet how the changes
will impact the IPO market moving forward.
Stephanie Russell-Kraft is an independent journalist
covering law, gender, and religion.
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ESG Disclosures Get More Attention
in Transactions Environment
By Ellen Sheng
Just as ESG investing is gaining ground, the
transactions environment is seeing a push to disclose
so-called environmental, social, and governance
factors. Earlier this year, Peloton’s underwriting
document included an equal pay audit.
Underlying the widening interest in ESG disclosure
is a growing body of research that correlates ESG
and higher returns. The increasing cacophony of
headlines about climate change, #MeToo, and the
associated costs to companies is prompting investors
to take a closer look at these factors as part of due
diligence and risk management.
“It’s all about M&A’s struggle to deliver the gains that
investors are expecting. There is more and more
understanding that culture matters,” said Doug Morrow,
director of thematic research at ESG and corporate
governance firm Sustainalytics, noting that a company’s
stance on issues can be a useful proxy for culture.

Culture is hard to measure, but ESG
disclosures can provide a framework.
Knowing whether an acquisition is a cultural fit has
long been essential, but culture is hard to measure.
ESG disclosures can provide a framework for that. In
a 2017 report, Morrow and another analyst showed
M&A deals between companies with compatible ESG
outlooks outperformed those involving incompatible
ESG views by an average of 21% five years after
completion.
The trend toward more transparency on ESG issues is
likely to increase, buoyed by more awareness about
climate risk as well as a demographic shift. Research
has shown that younger investors have stronger
views on ESG than older generations.
“There’s been a whole proliferation of data that wasn’t
available before — lots of academic research and
evidence tying ESG criteria to financial outcomes, so
it sparked interest in a different group,” said Anna
West, ESG practice leader at Callan. It’s no longer
just socially responsible investors. “We’re also seeing
the emergence of ESG integration that’s based on
financial outcomes.”
8

One difficulty with ESG disclosure is a lack of
standards, and the current trend is driving a push for
more standardization and regulation. Unlike financial
disclosure, reporting on something like carbon
emissions can be up for a lot of interpretation. This
sizable gray area creates a problem for investors.
“Without a comprehensive framework, apples-toapples comparisons will be difficult for investors
to make. When ESG disclosures are voluntary,
companies tend to report things that are going well
and remain silent on things that are not,” said Bryan
McGannon, director of policy and programs at the
Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investment.
There are organizations creating a framework and
guidelines for ESG reporting. The Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures has developed
a model to get companies to calculate their exposure
to climate risk and disclose it to investors. The
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board has
established a materiality map, which provides
guidelines on which ESG factors have more material
impact on different sectors.

Decisions in Which Climate-Related
Disclosures Are Used
74%

Investing

22%

Lending

17%

Credit Rating
Other
Insurance Underwriting

7%
2%

Source: Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, fsb-tcfd.org
*Note: Respondents could select multiple options.

But in the U.S., all these efforts largely exclude
regulators. The Securities and Exchange Commission
issued guidance on climate-related risk disclosure
back in 2010 but has since avoided comment on ESG
reporting. Investors representing more than $5 trillion
in assets under management presented a petition to
the SEC last year, according to Bloomberg Law, calling
for rulemaking and standardization on ESG disclosure,
to no avail.
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Bills have been introduced in Congress, most notably
the ESG Disclosure Simplification Act of 2019, which
would require the SEC to mandate disclosure of
material ESG metrics, among other things.

Large investors petitioned the SEC
for rulemaking and standardization
on ESG disclosure, without success,
according to Bloomberg Law.
Despite U.S. regulators’ lack of interest in regulating
or standardizing ESG disclosure, growing investor
interest is pushing companies to become more
transparent.
Callan’s 2019 ESG survey found 42% of respondents
incorporating ESG factors into the decision-making
process, up from 22% in 2013. Callan’s West said the
survey, when it started seven years ago, was more
about sentiment but has since evolved to give more
details on the different ways in which ESG is being
implemented.
“It tracks a broader story of what’s been going on in
the industry over that period. There’s been a whole
proliferation of data that wasn’t available before,”
she said.
Without official guidance, companies are largely
relying on frameworks from SASB or the Global
Reporting Initiative. Because it is voluntary, companies
that have the means to add the disclosures are the
only ones that do it. So ESG disclosures are mainly
coming from larger companies with more resources.
Companies that choose to release ESG disclosures
may win some goodwill from investors, but that
also comes with risks. From a liability standpoint, if
companies disclose information that turns out to be
false and is material to the company, that could be
considered securities fraud.
“To minimize the ‘no good deed goes unpunished’
trap,” David Woodcock, partner at Jones Day, said
in a paper earlier this year, companies should
consider steps such as creating a process to ensure
accountability, forming a board to oversee release
of ESG disclosures, and being careful to couch
goals as goals rather than assertions.
Ellen Sheng is a writer and editor with a focus on business,
finance, fintech, and U.S.-China investments.
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Variety of Forces Affecting Sector
Distribution of Global M&A
By Lisa Singh
Global merger-and-acquisition activity continues to
trail last year’s, as various geopolitical and economic
developments slow the pace of growth. Industry
figures reflect the need for heightened awareness by
deal advisers of evolving sector trends and regulations,
experts say.
“Global volume does not appear to be on track to meet
the level of 2018, which was a high M&A volume year,”
said Bloomberg Law M&A analyst Grace Maral Burnett.
In parallel, a more subdued tenor now prevails.
“A sense of uneasiness has crept into the M&A
market this year,” said Stephen Arcano, a partner with
Skadden specializing in mergers. He cites concerns
over high-asset prices and perceived risks to the
economy on various fronts.

Volume has fallen as economic
worries build.
Reflecting this unease, global M&A volume dipped
17% and 13%, respectively, in the first two quarters,
Tony Balloon and Erik Nielsen of Alston & Bird noted
in Bloomberg Law. European deals fell 54% and Asian
deals 49% compared with the second quarter of 2018.
In a contracting environment, foreign acquisitions of
American companies also declined.
“No doubt in part due to concerns over supply chain
problems should trade tensions escalate,” said Charles
Korsmo, professor of corporate law at Case Western
Reserve. Similarly, trade tensions have tarnished China’s
appeal as a base of global operations, Balloon and
Nielsen wrote.
Among M&A headwinds, experts also cite inevitable
downward economic forces.
“The state of the global economy will be the driving
force behind M&A activity,” Balloon said in follow-up
discussion. Citing developments in China, he said,
“While U.S.-led trade disruptions have had an impact
on M&A activity, the overall decline in health of the
economy, particularly with access to cash and credit
to engage in M&A activity, is a critical driver.”
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This year, China’s economic growth slowed to roughly
6%, its lowest rate since 1992, based on government
figures. For the first six months, the volume of Chinese
outbound M&A stood at $35 billion, the lowest tally for
any similar period since 2013, a Bloomberg data analysis found. By midyear, Chinese acquisitions in the U.S.
dropped 17% over last year, Balloon and Nielsen noted.
Stateside, regulatory crackdowns on politically sensitive
deals have contributed to the inbound M&A decline,
as the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S.
increases scrutiny of non-U.S. entities seeking entry to
industries relevant to national security.
This year alone, CFIUS has flagged Chinese ownership and investment in a dating app and health tech
startup. In this environment, deal advisers must stay
apprised of potential obstacles to mergers before
and after implementation. “In the United States, that
means getting familiar with CFIUS and the potential
for trade war flareups,” Korsmo said.
Yet even if cleared by CFIUS, as was a major U.S. wire
carrier’s proposed merger with a telecommunications company last year, antitrust review is another
growing concern.
Responding to uncertainty elsewhere, cross-border
M&A in Europe has declined, as Brexit fallout fears
deepen. Based on financial market data, the first
quarter of the year saw a 62% decline in transactions
by Britain, Europe’s biggest M&A market.
Consumer noncyclical remains the most popular
target industry this year among global and U.S. M&A
participants, Burnett said. “This can be seen as driven
by all the current macroeconomic concerns causing
investors to seek relatively safer M&A investments
with recurring revenue,” she said.
Eyeing safer targets, Chinese outbound deals
increasingly focus on the One Belt, One Road regions,
Balloon said. Stateside, service-oriented markets have
also fared better than sectors such as manufacturing.
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“To the extent one industry stands out, it would be
financial services,” Korsmo said, citing a wave of large
mergers. Similarly, health care has proven a boon
among transactions valued at $10 billion or higher. As
global M&A volume declines elsewhere, mega deals
have been a lifeboat in the U.S.
This year, U.S. M&A volume dropped just 3%, buoyed
by several mega deals. These transactions are, Burnett
said, “a key M&A trend this year and an example of
inorganic growth reshaping entire industries.”
In this environment, the second- and third-largest
U.S.-target deals announced in the first half of the year
were in pharmaceuticals, according to Bloomberg Law.
Within the U.S., technology has also proven an active
sector. Like last year, the majority of acquisitions by two
big tech giants involved U.S. targets, Burnett noted.

Some of the largest U.S.target deals this year were in
pharmaceuticals, according to
Bloomberg Law.
Yet a tougher regulatory climate makes it harder to
negotiate and close deals. “Successfully completing
an M&A transaction seems to be more difficult and
takes longer than it once did,” Arcano said. Navigating
this environment requires a broader focus.
“General counsel of companies engaged in, or
considering engagement in, M&A activity need to be
cognizant of deal trends, regulatory developments,
shareholder governance, and activism trends, and a
host of other factors, all while performing their day
jobs,” Arcano said.
Among these considerations, activist investors have
become a significant driver of M&A activity, experts
said. “Deal advisers need to be prepared to advise
boards on how to deal with an activist campaign while
fulfilling their fiduciary duties to all shareholders,”
Korsmo said.
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“Defensive thinking” is also imperative, Balloon said,
along with an eye on the European economy and
banking sector. “While the Chinese government and
banking system has enough reserves and market
control to manage an economic downturn toward a
soft landing, their European counterparts do not. If
recession or bank failures hit Europe, it could be a
real mess.”
Yet analysts remain optimistic.
“The imperatives to grow corporate earnings and
to strategically position competitive platforms to
succeed in a rapidly evolving landscape are not
disappearing,” Arcano said. “M&A is likely to remain
an effective way to achieve these ends.”
Lisa Singh is a writer specializing in business and
technology matters.
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Special Report

European Regulatory Actions Pressure
U.S. Companies and Regulators
By Shaheen Pasha
Europe’s aggressive stance on regulating technology
companies and tech-heavy innovation that may affect
consumers is putting pressure on U.S. corporations
and law firms to ensure compliance. It also could
create a roadmap for U.S. regulators to pass more
stringent laws in line with their European counterparts.
Unlike U.S. regulatory bodies, which place the
responsibility of ensuring data security and privacy
on individual consumers and companies, Europe has
long had a more socialist philosophy on regulation.

The regulation has spurred similar laws in the U.S. The
California Consumer Privacy Act is slated to become
one of the toughest privacy laws in the country,
mirroring key elements of its European counterpart
when it comes to transparency in how companies
collect, use, and disclose personal information.

States Considering GDPR-Inspired
Privacy Legislation

“Socialist governments are more focused on the rights
of individuals, and the threats and risks they may
be exposed to where it is the government’s role in
society to mitigate those risks,” said Daniel Messeloff,
partner at Tucker Ellis. “In the United States’ capitalist
and free-market society, there is a stronger belief that
companies will monitor themselves in the best interest
of their consumers, so the government doesn’t need
to act as quickly or aggressively.”
But trying to operate as a corporation in an
international market leaves little room for differences
in philosophy and can have global repercussions.
Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation — one of
the most comprehensive data protection laws in the
world — is a good example. The law, which took effect
in 2018, grants data protection rights to individuals
whose data is processed in the European Union or
who reside in the EU, even temporarily.
The move sent many U.S. corporations scrambling to
fall into compliance or risk being fined or pushed out
of the EU market.
“There is no question that the goal posts have moved
considerably, for example per GDPR, in terms of
European laws and regulations, which will now impact
U.S. businesses in ways they have never before,” said
Rafi Azim-Khan, head of data privacy at Pillsbury Law.
“Those rule changes were driven by a perception
by both EU lawmakers and enforcers that many U.S.
businesses were operating in a way that generated
significant profit and revenue from Europe but did so
in a way that many thought was ignoring local laws.”
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The California Consumer Privacy Act goes into effect in January 2020.
Source: Bloomberg Law

More states are considering
proposals similar to the
California Consumer Privacy Act,
according to Bloomberg Law.
The law, which goes into effect in January 2020, will
impact roughly 500,000 businesses that collect and
sell personal information or disclose it for business
purposes, according to the International Association
of Privacy Professionals. And many see California
as just the beginning. According to Bloomberg
Law, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, and
Washington are among those states floating similar
proposals.
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Tucker Ellis’ Messeloff said European regulatory
decisions have been influential on U.S. policies, and
as a result, the legal industry is beefing up its own
practices to meet the demand of clients hoping to
navigate the evolving environment.
“Companies that don’t adequately protect their
customers’ information … and companies that don’t
comply with the growing number of state, federal,
and global regulations over these issues will be
subject to fines and penalties, and potentially criminal
prosecution,” Messeloff said. “In response to these
concerns, there will be heightened demand for
lawyers who understand both the technical aspects
of cybersecurity and data privacy and who are able to
assist companies managing those concerns.”
But an increased focus on global regulation, spurred
in part by Europe’s more stringent policies, could
hurt technology innovation, said Juscelino F. Colares,
associate dean for global legal studies and Schott-van
den Eynden professor of business law at Case Western
Reserve University School of Law.
“Most of the time, Europe has a tendency
tooverregulate, which can be detrimental,” he said.
“That gets reflected in slower economic growth in
Europe and a lack of industry leaders. They’re not
creating champions in entire industrial sectors, like
technology.”
Colares added that while it may be tempting for state
lawmakers to add more European-style, pro-consumer
regulation, care needs to be taken that it doesn’t
restrict or impede interstate flow of trade or creativity
— particularly in the strong U.S. tech sector, which
needs innovation to be internationally competitive.
Facebook, for instance, is already feeling the impact
of Europe’s regulatory hardline. The tech giant’s
launch of its new digital currency, Libra, has become
uncertain due to ongoing discussions with regulators,
according to a report by Bloomberg Law.
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Regulators in Europe and the U.S. have expressed
concern over potential misuse of the digital currency
platform in the wake of Facebook’s abuse of 2.7
billion users’ data. The platform is also taking hits
from regulators over antitrust concerns and fears
it could compete with global currencies. Such
regulatory scrutiny is already impacting the proposed
cryptocurrency, with major partners such as Visa and
Mastercard cutting ties with the project.
And cryptocurrency, as well as blockchain, which
facilitates the use of such payment technology, won’t
be the only areas to be scrutinized going forward.
Maarten Stassen, partner at Crowell & Moring, said he
expects artificial intelligence to be a hot-button topic
among regulators, over concerns that it may result
in various forms of discrimination among consumers.
Digital advertising will also be a key area of concern to
ensure transparency.
That scrutiny by regulators will likely spill over into
the U.S. and create a state of uncertainty for U.S.
companies operating on both sides of the Atlantic,
creating more work for legal experts to manage
potential risks, Colares said.

The scrutiny will likely create more
work for legal experts to manage risks.
“There’s nothing worse for a business than not to know
when a new regulation is going to come, how strict it’s
going to be, and what the cost of compliance will be,”
he said. “Law firms are managing the risks they can
manage, but on some levels, they are operating in a
realm of uncertainty when it comes to regulation.”
Shaheen Pasha is a writer and journalism professor,
focusing on legal and financial issues.
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Funding Source Composition
Is Changing Finance Dynamics
By Katherine Gustafson
The Teacher Retirement System of Texas is in the
midst of a hiring spree, with plans to bring on 63 new
employees between 2019 and 2021, and potentially
an additional 60 by 2023. The $145.4 billion defined
benefit plan is ramping up its in-house investing
capabilities to reduce its dependence on outside
investment advisers and ultimately become a top-tier
global institutional investor itself.
The effort, known as the “Building the Fleet” program,
is slated to result in $1.5 billion in net fee savings in
the first five years, increasing the fund’s net alpha
generation substantially.
The Texas fund has been particularly public about its
shift toward direct investing, but it’s hardly the only fund
moving in this direction. The trend has accelerated
over the past decade as sovereign wealth funds —
owned by national governments, and now holding a
combined investment pool of over $7 trillion — have
grown spectacularly and investment fees have come
under increasing scrutiny. Many sovereign wealth
fund managers have concluded that the savings and
autonomy are worth the cost and effort of bringing
such functions in-house.

Family offices are doing more of
their own investing.
“You’ve got to build up the internal resources to go
direct,” said Isabel K.R. Dische, partner in the asset
management group at Ropes & Gray and co-leader
of the firm’s institutional investors team. “There’s an
investment that has to be made, but for a number of
sovereigns, they’ve concluded it makes sense.”
Family offices, which manage investments of the
very wealthy, also are doing more of their own
investing, often becoming large stakeholders or
buying companies outright. Some 39% of total family
investments are now direct, a percentage likely to
continue to increase as funds invest in more illiquid
assets. Family offices also are pursuing more coinvestment deals with other families, allowing them
to pool resources and expertise to access a wider
variety of deals. For these well-heeled families, direct
investing reduces restrictions on priorities and timing.
15

“Family office money is just more flexible in terms of
what they invest in, and in terms of being patient
capital,” said Michael A. Okaty, partner and co-chair
of the transactions practice group at Foley & Lardner.
“A family office investment can be more patient in
liquidating when they want to liquidate as opposed
to some date that they’ve promised investors.”
The increased flexibility in the type and timing of
investments means sovereign wealth funds and family
offices can more assertively select for priorities other
than the bottom line. These investors may have a
variety of goals, such as addressing climate change,
creating jobs, or reining in executive compensation.
Family funds can have a free hand in what they
prioritize and face low demands for transparency.
Sovereign wealth funds, on the other hand, must be
more forthcoming about their priorities and cautious
about pursuing objectives that may draw regulators’
attention. Those that act politically are likely to do so
regionally and in instances that are unlikely to attract
scrutiny.
“Sovereign funds are in the market so deeply that if
they do behave politically they will subject themselves
to added scrutiny from every country, including the
U.S., under CFIUS,” said Paul Rose, associate dean
for academic affairs and Robert J. Watkins/Procter &
Gamble professor of law at Ohio State.
“If they wanted to squeeze a little bit of maximization
that’s not wealth-oriented — like they’re trying to get
someone to build a factory in their country — what
they’re doing is imposing a transaction cost on every
other deal that they do because the regulators will be
involved.”
Sovereign wealth funds can be specific and assertive
about their priorities as long as they communicate
them clearly at the outset. For example, the world’s
largest sovereign wealth fund — that of Norway — is
vocal that it subscribes to ESG guidelines established
by the country’s parliament. Meanwhile, the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System makes no secret
of investing with an eye toward climate change, board
diversity, and executive compensation.
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SWF Direct Investments: Listed vs. Unlisted
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“Everybody knows that CalPERS is going to do that,
and I see that as not problematic as long as they’re
transparent about it,” Rose said. California isn’t alone;
states around the nation are increasingly regulating
pension systems in ways that clearly signal a
prioritization of ESG, according to Bloomberg Law.

States are regulating pension
systems in ways that signal a
prioritization of ESG, according to
Bloomberg Law.
Family offices can have priorities just as specific and
restrictive, but need not be so transparent about them.
Not only are they much smaller than sovereign wealth
funds, but they don’t have any external constituencies
to satisfy. As a result, they tend to face less scrutiny
and pressure from other actors. (The exceptions to this
rule are those sovereign funds in countries ruled by
families, which are essentially both family funds and
sovereign wealth funds at the same time.)
“Family offices can decide what their thesis and
philosophy is,” Okaty said. “They’re investing their own
money, whereas a fund that’s investing other people’s
money has to put their philosophy upfront in their
prospectus.”
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At this stage, the effect of all this direct investment
on the market has been predominantly positive,
providing for more types of deals that can be
accomplished in new ways. Sovereign funds and
family offices thus far aren’t generally seen as direct
competitors to private equity funds, likely because it
is extremely difficult to build up the internal resources
to match equity investors’ level of functionality in
managing hundreds of billions of dollars. Sovereign
and family funds therefore often do direct investing
and work simultaneously through third-party investors.
“The amounts they’re managing are large, so taking
the hybrid approach is working well,” Dische said.
“Thus far, we’ve seen it be additive to the market.”
The market, after all, loves deals. And these changing
dynamics are resulting in more deals by more actors
for more reasons. As long as the level of transparency
is adequate and regulation is robust, this trend is likely
to continue for years to come.
Katherine Gustafson is a freelance writer specializing in
business topics including accounting, management, and
innovation.
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